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Insights on Software Innovation and Product Strategy

Find resources and ideas that help you improve strategy and collaboration, deliver more effectively, and create high-performing teams that generate results. These are the same tools and resources our teams use to maximize business value for our clients. We hope they do the same for you!
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Latest Articles
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Product Design
Accelerate Business Growth: AI Integration for Strategic Advantage

By Kevin Allen5 min read
Integrating AI into existing software solutions doesn't just require technical know-how... Consider this your guide to AI integration. 

April 1, 2024
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Agile Process
Agile Epic vs. User Story: What’s the Difference?

By Dave Todaro9 min read
User stories are a fundamental component of any agile development. They are lightweight requirements that represent new functionality that delivers value to business stakeholders.

February 27, 2024
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Agile Process
SPIDR: An Alternative Method for Splitting User Stories

By Dave Todaro9 min read
By keeping user stories small, it’s much easier for the team to do a little bit of everything all the time, a key principle of Scrum. SPIDR is one method of splitting stories in order to fit them into a sprint.

February 27, 2024
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Product Strategy
Jobs to Be Done (JTBD): Outcome-Driven Innovation Explained

By Ascendle Team9 min read
Outcome-Driven Innovation is a strategy and innovation process designed to tie the creation of business value to customer-defined metrics. Here’s how it works.

February 26, 2024
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Custom Software Development
Product Strategy: Driving Your Software Product Success

By Ascendle Team5 min read
Effective software product strategy requires a comprehensive approach; secure product success through these development strategies.

December 11, 2023
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Custom Software Development
Strategies for Product Leaders to Balance Software Development Risk and Innovation

By Ascendle Team5 min read
Striking the right balance between innovation and risk when developing software products can signal the difference between success and failure.

November 21, 2023
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Custom Software Development
Building Software Resilience: Mitigating Risks in the Face of Emerging Technologies

By Ascendle Team6 min read
For companies and developers, it can be a challenge to keep up with all of the emerging tech trends while ensuring software resilience and stability. Here are strategies you can use to mitigate your risks and improve the quality of your software.

November 13, 2023
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Agile Process, Custom Software Development
Powerful Strategies To Maximize Software Development Budgets

By Ascendle Team5 min read
Deliver software projects on time and within budget by using effective software development budget strategies that deliver maximum ROI.

October 26, 2023
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Custom Software Development
5 Strategies for Tech Leaders to Ensure Software Development Success

By Ascendle Team7 min read
Learn the 5 software development success strategies for tech leaders to accelerate time to market and improve customer satisfaction. 

October 24, 2023
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Agile Process
Failure is Not an F-Word: Reframe Failure as Experience

By Jamie Geisler5 min read
Failure is an essential ingredient in the learning process, so let's reframe failure as the learning experience it is. 

October 17, 2023
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Agile Process
T-Shaped Scrum Teams: Speeding Throughput via Broader Skill Sets

By Dave Todaro9 min read
Underperforming, over-specialized Scrum teams are a problem of the past. Start assembling T-shaped Scrum teams instead.

August 30, 2023
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Agile Process, Custom Software Development
Foster a Positive Work Environment: Lessons from the Field

By Ascendle Team5 min read
By applying sports coaching principles to the realm of software development, teams can create positive work environments that foster collaboration, growth, and success.

August 10, 2023
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Popular Topics



Development Guides and Templates

Gain control over your software development processes and priorities
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WSJF – Feature Prioritization for Agile Organizations [Template]
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Theory of Constraints: The Complete Guide [eBook]
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Free Customer Journey Mapping [Template]
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Value Stream Mapping: A Complete Guide [eBook]
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Free Value Stream Mapping Assessment [Template]
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Complete Guide to Communities of Practice [eBook]
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Free Agile Assessment That Goes Beyond Maturity [Template]
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Why the RICE Prioritization Framework Actually Works [Template]
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A Step-by-Step Guide to Software Estimating [Template]
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The Epic Guide to Agile [eBook]










Product Strategy

Go to market on a predictable schedule with strategic insight
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Product Strategy
Jobs to Be Done (JTBD): Outcome-Driven Innovation Explained

By Ascendle Team9 min read
Outcome-Driven Innovation is a strategy and innovation process designed to tie the creation of business value to customer-defined metrics. Here’s how it works.

February 26, 2024
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Agile Process, Product Strategy
Overcoming the Challenges of Delivering Software Projects on Time

By Thomas Schwendler4 min read
From accurate estimation techniques to managing scope creep and resource allocation, learn how to foster communication and meet realistic deadlines. Enhance your project management skills and ensure successful software project delivery with these valuable insights.

June 27, 2023
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Agile Process, Custom Software Development, Product Strategy, Webinar
Mastering Your Software Delivery: Simple Strategies to Ensure Business Value

By Ascendle Team1 min read
Learn the foundational skills needed to create a product roadmap your development team can execute with speed, quality, and predictability.

March 28, 2023
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Product Strategy
Product Strategy: The Game Plan

By Ascendle Team6 min read
Product Strategy is not just a roadmap. Strategy involves defining your targets, identifying measurables, and gaining a true market understanding.

March 6, 2023
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Product Strategy
Increase the Speed, Predictability, and Quality of Your Development Teams

By Ascendle Team1 min read
  Despite overwhelming enthusiasm for agile, many companies still don’t ship software as consistently or quickly as their competitors. For these companies, determining where tools and coaching [...]

November 21, 2022
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Custom Software Development, Product Strategy
Ten Effective Tools to Gain Feedback on Your MVP

By Ascendle Team7 min read
What are the best tools for gathering user data and feedback on your MVP? Here are our top ten effective tools for requesting user feedback.

July 21, 2022









More Product Strategy Posts


Agile Process

Gain insight into our approach to agile and Scrum
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Agile Process
Agile Epic vs. User Story: What’s the Difference?

By Dave Todaro9 min read
User stories are a fundamental component of any agile development. They are lightweight requirements that represent new functionality that delivers value to business stakeholders.

February 27, 2024
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Agile Process
SPIDR: An Alternative Method for Splitting User Stories

By Dave Todaro9 min read
By keeping user stories small, it’s much easier for the team to do a little bit of everything all the time, a key principle of Scrum. SPIDR is one method of splitting stories in order to fit them into a sprint.

February 27, 2024
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Agile Process, Custom Software Development
Powerful Strategies To Maximize Software Development Budgets

By Ascendle Team5 min read
Deliver software projects on time and within budget by using effective software development budget strategies that deliver maximum ROI.

October 26, 2023
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Agile Process
Failure is Not an F-Word: Reframe Failure as Experience

By Jamie Geisler5 min read
Failure is an essential ingredient in the learning process, so let's reframe failure as the learning experience it is. 

October 17, 2023
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Agile Process
T-Shaped Scrum Teams: Speeding Throughput via Broader Skill Sets

By Dave Todaro9 min read
Underperforming, over-specialized Scrum teams are a problem of the past. Start assembling T-shaped Scrum teams instead.

August 30, 2023
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Agile Process, Custom Software Development
Foster a Positive Work Environment: Lessons from the Field

By Ascendle Team5 min read
By applying sports coaching principles to the realm of software development, teams can create positive work environments that foster collaboration, growth, and success.

August 10, 2023
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Custom Software Development
20 Common Pieces Of Tech Leadership Advice It May Be Time To Retire

By Dave Todaro1 min read
20 members of Forbes Technology Council talk about the tech leadership advice they've become a bit skeptical about and share their own advice.

July 18, 2023
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Custom Software Development
19 Essential Pre-Release Quality Assurance Steps For Dev Teams

By Dave Todaro1 min read
19 members of the Forbes Technology Council share critical pre-release quality assurance procedures for development teams here. 

July 17, 2023
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Agile Process, Custom Software Development
Ensure Effective UAT Processes With These 20 Expert Tips

By Dave Todaro1 min read
20 members of Forbes Technology Council offer their expert advice on establishing effective user acceptance testing processes.

June 1, 2023
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Custom Software Development
10 Tech Tools And Tips To Stay On Track With New Year’s Resolutions

By Dave Todaro1 min read
Stay on track to meet your New Year’s goals with these tips from 10 members of the Forbes Technology Council.

January 12, 2023
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Custom Software Development
16 Tips To Help Tech Leaders And Developers Ensure Better, Cleaner Code

By Dave Todaro1 min read
If you're looking for advice to help tech leaders and developers ensure their teams are producing better-quality, cleaner code, this article features insight from 16 members of Forbes Technology Council.

November 11, 2022
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Custom Software Development
14 Tech Pros’ Tips For Boosting Daily Productivity

By Dave Todaro1 min read
 As seen on Forbes.com The tech profession is notorious for developing workplace systems to boost team efficiency and productivity. Tech leaders in particular are experts at discovering tools and methods [...]

July 28, 2022
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Subscribe to Ascendle Insights

A monthly roundup of software strategy, design, and development topics from our experts.
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1 New Hampshire Ave.

Suite 125

Portsmouth, NH 03801





Boston
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